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What makes learning 
accessible?





Accessibility Means  
Including Everyone,  

Not Singling Out the Special 
Needs.



Best Practices for Accessible 
Church Learning

Accessible prayer corner 

Moving into and through lesson times with action prayers 

Accessible classroom with gross motor freedom 

Habit-forming lessons 

Focus on sensory anchors and actions 

Sensory bins 

Accessible lesson flow



Best Practices: AAC
AAC: augmentative and alternative communication, like visual 
prayers, visual schedules, speech output buttons, speech output 
devices (talkers), Sensory Anchor worksheets, visual sequencing 

Have them available, and use sequencing and pointing to 
pictures all the time, to involve everyone 

You don’t have to have an entire complex system or software. 
Start with what you have. 

Printables from my website summerkinard.com 

FreeBibleImages.org 

Drawing sketches on a whiteboard

http://FreeBibleImages.org




Accessible learning isn’t 
“weird.” It’s concrete.



Sensory 
Anchors for 

Prayer
Give them anchors

Actions that are prayers



Entering as Prayer

Prayer corner that is beautiful, unobstructed, and 
first thing you notice when you enter 

See Examples in the room of entering action prayer 
kits 

Flower to Theotokos; candle to sandbox; icons to 
prayer corner; name canvases to prayer corner; 
crosses to prayer corner; sensory strings to tie 
before the Theotokos; shells to a water or shore bin



Moving to the Lesson 

The Search for the Unhidden God 

Some possibilities: sheep to Good Shepherd, 
hidden pearl, coin under a beanbag, gathering 
objects related to lesson, show and tell of a 
weekly anchor



Gross Motor Freedom
Ditch the table or place it out of the way  

Sit on a fluffy carpet, poufs, or beanbags 

Incorporate foam blocks for building cubbies and 
lesson props 

Have a Living Icons saint dressed area 

Use hand puppets 

Act out the lessons, with or without large props





Habit-Forming Lessons

Base lessons on the Sunday readings, the feast/
saint days, or the liturgical season 

Pick a key theme/Gospel story and repeat it 3x, 
finishing on the day it’s read in church (Ex: Good 
Samaritan, loaves and fishes) 

Delve into difficult to grasp events like the 
Resurrection with Sensory Anchor lessons (Jonah, 
fish hook Cross, Resurrection prison break)









Focus on Sensory Anchors 
& Actions

See Sensory Anchors & Actions worksheet 

Use these with other curriculum as well 

Find the patterns in the scriptures, prayers, feasts, 
and daily life



–Kontakion of St. Brigid of Ireland

“At the Church of the Oak, thou didst 
establish thy sacred monasteries for those 

that took up the Tree of life, even the 
Precious Cross, upon their shoulders. And 
by thy grace-filled life and love of learning, 

thou didst bear fruit a hundredfold and 
didst thereby nourish the faithful. O 

righteous Mother Bridget, intercede with 
Christ, the True Vine, that He save our 

souls.” 



Sensory Bins
Table top (fill dish pans, baskets, bowls)or sensory bin 
tables 

Some to have every week: “Pretty Box” lavender with 
icons, kinetic sand in prayer box or in a bin 

Kinetic sand, water/water beads, bay leaves, mustard 
seeds, flower petals, cracked corn, beans (seeds), shaving 
cream on water, LED candles, tiny fish, little sheep 

Match them to the season: Ex., Myrrh-Bearers lesson 
where we mix petals, spices, and fragrant oils in a big bin



Accessible Lesson Flow
Change the lesson every few weeks, but stick to the same pattern 
for class 

Entering prayer action 

Transition to lesson 

Sequencing activity/skit for the story 

Sensory bin or prop elements (ANCHORS) 

Free time or ongoing project 

Exit





Adapting for Teens
Bean bags 

Skits with props 

Sensory Anchor Scavenger Hunt (can be written/spoken 
examples or objects brought in as show/tell) 

Weekly Anchor examples from school, news, movies, 
music, and daily readings 

Monthly challenge to try to find examples of all of 
them



Activity: Sensory Anchor 
Scavenger Hunt



Lenten Anchor Activities: 
Tie the knot 

Stomp the Snake


